To apply for College of Optical Sciences (OSC) Scholarships, you must follow the instructions below:

**OSC Application Dates: Open: 3/7/17 - Closes: 3/31/17 at 11:59pm (MST)**

**STEPS:**

1. Log in to Scholarship Universe (SU) with your UA Net ID and Password via the student login button at the top of the page. ([https://scholarshipuniverse.arizona.edu/SUH/](https://scholarshipuniverse.arizona.edu/SUH/)).

2. Answer ALL new questions asked in the ‘PROFILE’ tab and review all previously answered questions if you haven’t done so in a while. This step may take ten to twenty minutes if you’ve never created a profile before. Your answers are used to match you to UA and non-UA scholarships you are eligible to apply for year round.

3. Once you have completed your PROFILE go to the APPLICATIONS tab and select INCOMPLETE from the drop down menu. Look for the **OSC General Application** form and also **OSC Graduate Application**. Complete the profile verification step and application steps to apply. You also may review your scholarships, but they will link you to the applications page to apply. **NOTE:** you may edit your applications after applying as long as the deadline hasn’t passed. Visit the COMPLETE Applications tab to edit your applications.

For questions regarding these steps or if you are experiencing technical difficulties, please contact the Scholarship Universe team at [OSFA-SU@email.arizona.edu](mailto:OSFA-SU@email.arizona.edu).